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EXHIBITORS 
OF SINGAPORE 
PAVILION
Singapore Pavilion
The Singapore Pavilion of CeMAT Southeast Asia 
2024 is to portray the unified national identity 
housing the booths of Singapore Companies. 
It is important that the Singapore Pavilion 
showcases the industry-based upgrading efforts, 
to drive innovation and spark the inspiration of 
business transformation in visitors to adopt the 
latest trend of technology and best practices of 
technology solutions displayed.

SAAA@Singapore
SAAA@Singapore, formerly known as Singapore 
Air Cargo Agents Association, was formed with 
the aim of advocating the promotion, protection 
and development of the business of carriage of 
goods by air transportation in general and the 
air cargo forwarding business in particular.
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Welcome to CeMAT Southeast Asia 2024

It is with great pleasure that we welcome 
you to CeMAT Southeast Asia 2024. We are 
delighted to be Launching in Singapore at 
this time of great change within the supply 
chain management, warehousing, robotics 
and automation, materials handling and 
intralogistics industries – a time of both 
challenges and opportunities. 

We have over 80 exhibitors on the show floor bringing you 
the latest technologies and equipment who are looking 
forward to showing off everything defining the present 
and future of the industry. We would like to thank all our 
exhibitors for the work and effort that they have put into 
their show floor presence. We encourage you to take the 
time to explore the stands, talk to exhibitors and gain an 
understanding of how they might benefit you. 

A particular thanks goes to our sponsors, including SSI 
Schaefer, Swisslog, DP WORLD, TVH, Dematic, WITRON 
and Hyster/Yale.

Our appreciation must also go to our supporting 
organisations, event and media partners – it is great to 
have you all on board.

Don’t miss the fantastic LogiSYM Conferences and Expert 
Stage presentations and enjoy the opportunity to hear 
insights and fresh ideas from a range of industry leaders 
and innovators.

From all of us at Hannover Fairs Asia-Pacific, we hope that 
you can meet and re-connect with peers and leave enriched 
and inspired by your visit to CeMAT Southeast Asia 2024. 

Tim, Mike, James, Nat and the HFAP Team.
Hannover Fairs Asia-Pacific

Cloakroom

There will be a cloakroom available to all visitors. 
Approach the registration desk for more details.

CeMAT Bar
Located at the rear of the event, the CeMAT 
Bar serve cold drinks, coffee and alcoholic 
beverages. It will also serve a range of 
delicious food items.

Exhibition Opening Hours

Wednesday, May 15th: 8:00am – 6:30pm

Thursday, May 16th: 8:30pm – 5pm

Friday, May 17th: 8:30am – 5pm

Networking Drinks Reception

CeMAT Southeast Asia is pleased to be holding the 
CeMAT Networking Drinks, to be held in the CeMAT Bar 
from 5:00pm on Wednesday, 15th May. This Industry 
Leaders Drinks reception is open to all CeMAT visitors, 
speakers, partners and exhibitors.

This is a great networking opportunity and the perfect 
environment to build relationships, meet new contacts 
or just relax with like-minded individuals. It is sure to be 
a fantastic gathering, and we hope that all delegates, 
speakers and exhibitors will be able to join us.
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+65 6863 0168 | info.sg@ssi-schaefer.com  
ssi-schaefer.com 

100,000 pallet 
positions

300 pallets 
per hour

15 SSI EXYZ

Scan Here to Learn More 

Don’t let Your Cold Chain 
get Left out in the Cold!

Our partnership with a leading frozen foods manufacturer has 
led to the creation of Singapore’s largest automated rack-clad 
high bay warehouse storage facility in environments down 
to -30°C. 

From our SSI EXYZ Storage and Retrieval Machine to 
Automated Guided Vehicles, we provide tailored solutions to 
enhance supply chain management, improve food safety, and 
create a safer work environment. Boasting over 100,000 pallet 
positions of frozen storage racks, this cutting-edge facility 
redefines efficiency and reliability.

Key Highlights
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Thank You to Our Sponsors and Partners

Platinum Sponsors for LogiSYM Asia Pacific and LogiSYM Cold Chain

Platinum Sponsors for LogiSYM Asia Pacific, Event App Sponsor, Badge Sponsor

Lanyard Sponsor

Conference Sponsor Forklift Sponsor

LogiSYM Asia Pacific Gold Sponsors

CeMAT Bar & Networking Sponsor

Platinum Sponsors for LogiSYM Cold Chain

Platinum Sponsors for LogiSYM Asia Pacific and LogiSYM Cold Chain
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Thank You to Our Sponsors and Partners

Supporting Partners of CeMAT Southeast Asia 2024

LogiSYM Cold Chain Gold Sponsor

Supported By Supported bySupporting Organisation

Event Partner Held in

Industry Partner

Media Partners
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Expert Stage Agenda

Day 1 – Wednesday
Time Presentation Presenter

12:30 pm

20 mins

Case Study of Global Distribution Centre
Pepperl+Fuchs, known around the world as a pioneer and an innovator in electrical explosion 
protection and sensor technology, trusted the design and implementation experience of 
WITRON for the realization of a highly efficient, state-of-the-art automated logistics solution 
for the Global Distribution Center (GDC) in Singapore. WITRON will present the system design 
overview and how the project was successfully realized.

Win Tun
Director of Business 
Development  
APAC WITRON

SINGAPORE HOUR

2:00 pm

15 mins

Optimizing the Supply Chain: Approaches to Efficient Resource Allocation and 
Cost Minimization
Supply Chain Optimization: Strategies for Efficient Resource Allocation and Cost Reduction. 
Focuses on strategies for optimizing supply chain operations to achieve efficiency and cost 
savings. Covers latest tools and technologies for supply chain optimization. Provides case 
studies, practical tips, and best practices for implementing optimization strategies.

Andrew Lim
Senior Business 
Development Manager – 
Slimstock Asia Pacific

2:15 pm
15 mins

IoT- End-to-End Track and Trace in Supply Chain
The Internet of Things (IoT) plays a critical role in modern supply chains by providing real-time 
data on the location and condition of goods. Here’s a deeper dive into how IoT is transforming 
supply chain management:
• Enhanced Visibility
• Improved Efficiency
• Better Decision Making
• Examples of IoT in Action

Francis D’Cruz
Head – AsiaPac Sales – 
Intellistride Technologies

2:30 pm
15 mins

Asset Localization in Intralogistics – Technologies and Use Cases
Learn about the benefits of asset localization, different technologies available and use cases.
Key audience takeways:
• Explore the different technologies available for asset localisation
• Benefits of Asset localisation

Michael Goh
Managing Director, SICK 
Pte Ltd

2:45 pm
15 mins

Breaking Borders: Agility in a Dynamic Logistics Landscape
Throughout the last decade, Ninja Van has refined its expertise in navigating the intricate 
logistics landscapes of China and Southeast Asia. This presentation aims to provide attendees 
with valuable insights into how agility and prompt strategic adaptations can enable success 
and facilitate mutually beneficial growth opportunities for businesses.

Jeremy Hong
Head of Commercial, 
Cross Border Ninja 
Logistics

3:00 pm

15 mins

Automation: “Good to Have” or “Must Have”?
In the race for operational efficiency, manual processes may provide short-term gains, but 
integrating automation ultimately sustains the marathon, paving the way for long-term growth. 
Integrating automation isn’t about winning the sprint; it’s about sustaining the marathon. 
Embracing automation requires navigating challenging change management. A resistance to 
change carries the risk of obsolescence in a landscape that demands adaptability.

Jason Yap Cheng Hui
Regional Sales Manager, 
XSQUARE Techonologies 
Pte Ltd

3:15 pm

15 mins

Simplifying and Digitizing the Cross-Border Customs Documentation Process
GUUD solutions specialized in assisting supply chain stakeholders to streamline and digitize 
their processes. This session will concentrate on two key areas. Firstly, achieving highest 
accuracy in cross-border custom declaration and compliance with (TDS+). Secondly, digitizing 
last mile logistics with sustainability solutions such as EV leasing and carbon emission 
monitoring through (Clickargo).

Siva Gunesparan
General Manager, 
GUUD (Singapore) Pte Ltd

3:30 pm
15 mins

Strengthen your Supply Chain through Digitalisation
Cello Square, the digital forwarding service, innovates logistics. Cello Square is an integrated 
freight forwarding platform. Stable and secure with full range of services like quotations, 
tracking, transportation, cost and inventory management.

Brandon Lee
Managing Director, 
Samsung SDS Asia Pacific

5:00 pm
90 mins

Networking Drinks at the CeMAT Bar
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Day 2 – Thursday
Time Presentation Presenter

10:50 am

20 mins

Driving Success with Data-Driven Analytics Across the Supply Chain: 
Linking the Nodes in Every Step
This session will touch upon mental models used to drive success and identify wins 
amid complex supply chain operations.

Dr Koh Niak Wu
CEO + CTO  
Cosmiqo International Pte Ltd

3:00 pm

20 mins

Winner Announcement - TVH - Supercharge Your EShop 
Experience Competition
With a database of > 47,000,000 parts and accessories for lift trucks, industrial vehicles, 
and more, TVH is your global one stop shop. Find out how TVH can keep your business 
going and growing.

TVH will be making a winner’s announcement where customers who have ordered 
online with TVH stand can win a Trip for 2 to Belgium.*

*T&Cs apply.

Kristoff Bolle

Chief Commercial Officer & 
Member of the Board TVH

Day 3 – Friday
Time Presentation Presenter

3:00 pm

30 mins

Elevating Logistics with Cutting-Edge Innovation
Showcasing Geek+ robots and solutions, how Geek+ robots and solutions provide 
flexibility, scalability, fast and easy deployment to achieve cost reduction, 
efficiency improvement and high return on investment for enterprises to build 
up competitiveness.

 

Jonathan Kum

Sales Manager Geekplus SG Pte.Ltd

Expert Stage Agenda



+65 6863 0168 | info.sg@ssi-schaefer.com  
ssi-schaefer.com 

Tailor-Made Solutions for 
Complex Material flow 

Quickly multiply available storage space with SSI SCHAEFER 
mezzanines: platforms that are self-supporting and built to last. 
Individually crafted platforms that meet various load requirement 
on site. Regardless of your needs, SSI SCHAEFER can tailor a 
specific solution to meet your requirements.

Scan the QR code
to learn more
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G41

AEB Asia Pacific
AEB SE serves over 7,000 enterprise customers around the 
world with intuitive, cloud-based technologies for efficient, 
resilient, equitable, and environmentally sustainable 
supply chains. Their product portfolio includes end-to-end 
solutions for import and export management, customs 
clearance, export controls, sanctions list screening, and 
transport and warehouse management

mike.antolin@aeb.com

G39

Aeris Dynamics Pte Ltd
Aeris Dynamics take pride in their ability to offer 
customized and flexible cold chain logistics solutions that 
meet their clients’ unique requirements. Their full-service 
cold chain management ensures that clients can trust them 
to take care of their cold chain needs entirely. With Aries 
Dynamics’ sustainable cold chain packaging solutions, 
they also prioritize environmental responsibility and are 
committed to reducing their carbon footprint.

colin@aeris.group

E15

Aiten Robotics
Aiten Robotics is committed to the R&D and manufacturing 
of the light and small autonomous mobile robots. They 
own all the core technologies, such as the technologies 
of the SLAM laser navigation, motion control, the visual 
identification control and the remote dispatching system.

chengyuqing@szaiten.com

E38

Alliance 21 Group Pte Ltd
Alliance 21 is a specialist logistics service provider 
established in 2002, with specialisation in fulfilling the 
transport of time-critical products such as aircraft spares, 
perishable goods, and pharmaceuticals and healthcare. 
Together with its sister company ALEX Fulfilment Services, 
they provide a full suite of logistics services in air and 
multimodal freight, transportation and warehousing. Their 
web domain ALEX.world gives customers a convenient 
and cloud-based solution to get quotations, manage their 
bookings, and track their shipments.

rodney@a21.com.sg

C7

Autostore
AutoStore, founded in 1996, is a Norwegian warehouse 
robot technology company that invented and continues 
to pioneer cube storage automation. They manufacture a 
high-performance Automated Storage and Retrieval System 
delivering goods to person from an ultra-dense storage 
grid, helping businesses achieve efficiency gains. AutoStore 
empowers businesses with supply chain and warehousing 
automation and sold 1,250+ systems in 50+ countries.

hanli.tan@autostoresystem.com

G42

BlueBox Systems GmbH
BlueBox Systems offers the ultimate cargo visibility through 
their tracking platforms BlueBoxAir and BlueBoxOcean. 
They allow you an unprecedented real-time overview of all 
necessary logistics data of your cargo. Use the data with 
the highest quality on the market from over 130 airlines, 
1.300 airports and 60 ocean freight carriers. Both solution 
also offer advanced reporting capabilities regarding 
performance, trade lane and CO2 emissions.

h.flaspoeler@bluebox-systems.com

mailto:mike.antolin@aeb.com
mailto:colin@aeris.group
mailto:chengyuqing@szaiten.com
mailto:rodney@a21.com.sg
mailto:hanli.tan@autostoresystem.com
mailto:h.flaspoeler@bluebox-systems.com
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A13

Bluesworld Intelligent Technology Co Ltd
BlueSword is a leading solution provider of modular and 
automated warehouse logistics systems. They offer reliable 
and innovative solutions through consulting, software, and 
integration services. With R&D centers and over 200,000 
square meters of manufacturing facilities, BlueSword 
has successfully installed solutions for some of the 
world’s top brands across various industries.

angela.lyu@bejagur.com

E37

Cargo Community Network Pte Ltd
Cargo Community Network (CCN) offers digital solutions 
through its CUBEforall platform for the air cargo industry. 
Services include online booking, shipment tracking, 
compliance, and third-party logistics. Real-time information 
and best-of-breed services like cargo insurance and online 
payments are available. CCN aims to connect businesses 
and services within the cargo community globally through 
digitalization and automation.

serene.lim@ccn.com.sg

H15

CDAS
benjamin@cdas.link

B20

cellumation
The celluveyor technology enables greater efficiency 
in smaller areas, the automation of complex conveyor 
movements, and flexible usage options for individual 
conveyor modules. The goal is set: In the future, every 
package delivered worldwide should have touched a 
cellumation cell. To achieve this goal, more than 70 
employees work, develop, grow and produce hand-in-hand 
in Bremen, Germany.

m.merkinger@cellumation.com

E21

Cognex Singapore Inc
Cognex Corporation, a machine vision leader for 40+ years, 
has provided products and solutions that help logistics 
firms increase throughput, improve productivity, ensure 
traceability, and keep costs down. Cognex helps customers 
optimize all areas of the warehouse – from inbound and 
order fulfillment to sortation and outbound – with standard 
solutions that bypass the need for custom installation and 
are easier to maintain and lead to quicker ROI.

karen.lu@cognex.com

F14

Cogri Asia Pacific
Industrial Concrete Floor Design, Construction & Upgrade 
Specialists. CoGri Asia has over 30 years global experience 
in the design, construction, upgrading of industrial concrete 
floors and are regarded as leaders and experts in their field. 
CoGri Asia Ltd (formerly Laser Grinder Asia Ltd) specialises 
in the building and upgrading of floors in new and existing 
VNA warehouse units and distribution centres.

dave.law@cogriasia.com

F36

Commonwealth Kokobu Logistics Pte Ltd
Customized Cold Chain Logistics Solutions Tailored to Your 
Needs Commonwealth Kokubu Logistics Pte Ltd specializes 
in providing highly efficient and cost-effective logistics 
solutions tailored to meet the unique requirements of 
their customers, particularly in temperature-controlled 
distribution. Focusing on ensuring end-to-end cold chain 
compliance, they manage the process seamlessly from 
sourcing suppliers to delivery at your doorstep by sea/air

daniel.tan@commonwealthcapital.asia
VISIT US!

STAND F17

WWW.TVH.COM

PARTS TO KEEP 
EQUIPMENT 
GOING. 

SHOP PARTS AND ACCESSORIES 
FOR FORKLIFTS AND MORE
• Over 47 million known references
• Support in local languages
• Global presence & industry-specific expertise

CONTACT US  
TODAY

 eshop.tvh.com
 www.tvh.com
 marketing.asia@tvh.com

https://bit.ly/ContactTVHSG

mailto:angela.lyu@bejagur.com
mailto:serene.lim@ccn.com.sg
mailto:benjamin@cdas.link
mailto:m.merkinger@cellumation.com
mailto:karen.lu@cognex.com
mailto:dave.law@cogriasia.com
mailto:daniel.tan@commonwealthcapital.asia
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VISIT US!

STAND F17

WWW.TVH.COM

PARTS TO KEEP 
EQUIPMENT 
GOING. 

SHOP PARTS AND ACCESSORIES 
FOR FORKLIFTS AND MORE
• Over 47 million known references
• Support in local languages
• Global presence & industry-specific expertise

CONTACT US  
TODAY

 eshop.tvh.com
 www.tvh.com
 marketing.asia@tvh.com

https://bit.ly/ContactTVHSG
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E42

Copeland Asia
Copeland is a new standalone company serving the global 
HVACR market, enhancing opportunities to support their 
customers as a focused company. They take pride in being 
one of the trusted providers of cargo monitoring devices. 
Their cargo monitoring systems offer real-time monitoring, 
data collection, and reporting for complete control and 
protection of refrigerated cargo.

lieny.jang@copeland.com

B30

Cosmiqo International Pte Ltd
Cosmiqo seeks to realise tomorrow’s fulfilment today with 
A.I.-powered optimization modules that enable increased 
productivity, orchestration and visibility for human and 
robot warehousing operations. Their software suite 
provides an end-to-end solution that seamlessly transitions 
businesses from manual operations to one that is process-
driven, autonomous or both, transforming the operations 
for some of the world’s largest 3PLs and brand owners.

lemuel@cosmiqo.com

J17

Dalian Eastfound Logistics Technology Co., Ltd
EASTFOUND is the industry-leading manufacturer that 
integrates R&D and production of logistics and storage 
equipment. Their products include wire deckings, wire 
containers, roll containers, IBC containers, stacking racks, 
etc. Eastfound products are known for exceptional quality 
and structural integrity. Eastfound prioritizes technological 
innovation in R&D and is committed to providing 
customers with high-efficiency logistics solutions.

jaggerwang@eastfound.com

B7

Dematic
Dematic will be at stand B7, showcasing its latest 
technologies, and providing an exclusive digital experience 
in the Virtual Hub where guests can explore Dematic’s 
various projects from around the world. Guests in the 
e-commerce, grocery, F&B, and other sectors should visit the 
stand and Dematic’s team of industry experts to discover 
how they can implement innovative automation solutions 
to optimise their warehousing & logistics operations. 

vidhya.navaneetha@dematic.com

G10

DOOG INTERNATIONAL PTE LTD
Doog Inc is a Japanese mobile robot manufacturer that 
specializes in the development of mobile robots that 
operate safely and reliably in human environments. These 
robots, capable of carrying both people and objects, 
have been designed with a focus on safety, efficiency, 
and flexibility. Utilizing in-house developed navigation 
technology, Doog’s mobile robots empower clients to 
manage and operate the robots independently, including 
setup and operation.

bruce.tan@doog-international.com

B21

DP World FZE
DP World’s SeaRates is an online platform that facilitates 
global cargo transport at optimal rates. It provides tools 
for freight forwarders enabling efficient tracking and 
documentation, seamless booking experience and 24/7 
support. Alongside Integrated with Digital Freight Alliance, 
it expands to new routes and services, fostering global 
business opportunities including LandRates and AirRates.

roshan.shetty@dpworld.com
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H31

Dynacode Systems Pte Ltd
Since 1996, Dynacode Systems Pte Ltd is an industry leader 
in Industrial Marking and Traceability Solutions providing 
comprehensive Mark, Trace, Capture, and Integrated 
solutions span sectors such as Aerospace, Automotive, Oil 
& Gas, Electronics, Medical, Food & Beverage, etc. They 
offer stand-alone solutions to turnkey systems. They are 
your trusted partner for product identification and 
traceability solutions with their experienced team.

jack@dynacode.com.sg

H16

Eastern Trade Media PTE LTD
Looking to establish your brand with trusted solution 
providers within the industrial automation spaces? Look 
no further than Industrial Automation Asia! Since 2001, 
they’ve been informing established brands with the latest 
trends and insights in the form of interviews, market 
reports, and informative essays and connecting them with 
the right audiences. Contact them today to find out how 
they can meet your needs!

kentan@epl.com.sg

B31

Element Logic Singapore Pte Ltd
Element Logic® is the world’s first, and largest AutoStore™ 
partner. Their robotic solutions, material handling systems, 
software and consulting services help improve their 
customers’ value chain, become more profitable and 
meet the end customer’s expectation of fast delivery. 
They optimize warehouses of all sizes in a wide range 
of industries including electronic components, parts 
distribution, 3PL, pharmaceuticals, apparel and more.

danny.er@elementlogic.sg

F30

Energyhub Asia Pte Ltd
Energyhub Asia was incorporated in 2019 with a common 
objective of providing high quality energy solutions & 
services for the ever-growing markets it serves. They have 
grown rapidly since their inception through commitment 
in providing customers with prompt and accurate solutions 
whilst maintaining the highest level of integrity.

clement@energyhub.com.sg

G15

EONMETALL
Eonrack, the epitome of excellence in storage solutions. 
As a leading provider of innovative rack systems, Eonrack 
sets the standard for efficiency, durability, and versatility in 
storage infrastructure. Whether for warehouses, logistics 
centers, or industrial facilities, Eonrack’s state-of-the-art 
designs offer unmatched reliability and optimization, 
empowering businesses to streamline operations and 
maximize space utilization.

ctlim@eonmetall.com

I39

ESSPL
ESSPL specializes in innovative digital solutions for the 
Supply Chain and Logistics sectors. Their flagship product, 
20High, is a lightweight cloud-based Transportation 
Management System (TMS) addressing cost, collaboration, 
and visibility challenges, supported by a robust partnership 
ecosystem. With over 25 years of experience, ESSPL is a 
leader in digital advancements, offering RPA, Application 
Integration, B2B Development, and WMS services.

ankitmohapatra@esspl.com

A S I A
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POWERING 

YOUR  
POSSIBILITIES
Experience the ergonomic benefits 
of the Hyster® J5.0-7.0XTLG with 
integrated lithium battery design.

HAVE A CHAT 
WITH US AT 

BOOTH C46

After more than 90 years, we’re still finding ways to make your operators more 
productive. Hyster has designed the industry leading series of cushion tire, 
counterbalanced lift trucks available in its capacity range.

Specifically designed around full integrated lithium power, we’ve created an 
ergonomic experience you have to feel to believe.

HYSTER.COM
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F1

Ferag Australia Pty Ltd
For more than 65 years, the Ferag name has been 
synonymous with outstanding Swiss Engineering, initially 
in the print industry and evolving to intralogistics. As 
a systems integrator, solutions are driven by customer 
requirements featuring equipment providers to deliver 
best in class solutions. Coupled with doWarehouse 
Unified Control System, Ferag delivers holistic 
intralogistics solutions managing both manual and 
automated processes.

christine.day@ferag.com

F12

Foshan Shunde Junyue Plastic Hardware 
Products Co., Ltd.
Foshan Shunde Junyue Plastic Hardware Products Co.,Ltd.
is located in Shunde District, Foshan City, Guangdong 
Province, and is a high-end brand service enterprise 
focusing on plastic seals, cable seals, bolt seal, RFID seal and 
other products and integrating new product development, 
modern intelligent production, professional sales and after-
sales service.

china@ls-expo.com.cn

F1

Geekplus SG Pte. Limited
Geek+ is a global leader in mobile robotics technologies. 
More than 1,000 global industry leaders use our solutions 
to realize highly efficient automation for warehouses 
and supply chain management. Geek+ has over 1500 
employees, with offices in 8 countries/ regions. The 
Geek+ ASEAN headquarter is located in Singapore with 
a dedicated team encompassing sales, solution design, 
implementation engineering, project management, and 
customer services. 

sherry.law@geekplus.com

G38

Global Airfreight International Pte Ltd
Since their establishment in 1970, Global Airfreight 
International Pte Ltd, has grown from strength to strength 
to become a leading and one of the largest Singapore-
based freight forwarder in the logistics industry. Their 
extensive worldwide network of overseas partners, 
including their own offices within Asia, continue to offer 
and provide their valued customers a wider coverage and 
range of services. 

hazwani.lee-hcls@globalair.com.sg

D29

GoGoX
GoGoX is changing logistics across Singapore, Hong Kong, 
China, South Korea, India, and Vietnam. They put a big 
focus on providing you a service that’s just right for you, 
tailored to meet your unique needs. They also throw in 
value-added services like fuel cards and insurance to help 
your business thrive.

patrick.wong@gogox.com

H34

GUUD (Singapore) Pte Ltd
With over twenty years of experience, GUUD is a leader 
in global trade technology, with offices located across 
Southeast Asia. GUUD collaborates with governments, 
freight forwarders, and trade associations to offer 
comprehensive end-to-end trade solutions. Their flagship 
solution GUUD TDS+ and GUUD Fleet Management 
Solution drive efficiency and sustainabilty across the 
supply chain. 

shahira.abubakar@guud.company

H12

Hachidori Robotics Private Limited
chetan.e@hachidorirobotics.com

POWERING 
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E11

HAI Robotics
rongrong.wong@hairobotics.com

A8

Hangzhou RoboCT Technology Development 
Co., Ltd.
RoboCT is a technology-driven enterprise, takes technology 
innovation as the core driving force, and committed to 
robot technology, robot core components and intelligent 
control technology.

china@ls-expo.com.cn

B30

HERE Technologies
HERE has been a pioneer in mapping and location 
technology for almost 40 years. Today, HERE’s location 
platform is recognized as the most complete in the 
industry, powering location-based products, services and 
custom maps for organizations and enterprises across the 
globe. From autonomous driving and seamless logistics 
to new mobility experiences, HERE allows its partners 
and customers to innovate while retaining control over 
their data and safeguarding privacy. Find out how HERE is 
moving the world forward at here.com.

weiling.tan@here.com

D25

HMS Industrial Networks
HMS is a leading provider of innovative solutions for 
connecting industrial equipment. Their goal is to excel in 
facilitating productivity and sustainability for businesses 
worldwide. With operations in 18 countries and 
distribution networks spanning over 50, their renowned 
brands such as Anybus, Ewon, Intesis, and Ixxat cater to 
millions of installations globally.

ggpc@hms.se

G22

Honeywell
Honeywell is an innovator in AIDC and leader in industrial 
products, creating mobile computers, printers, and data 
capture devices that improve worker productivity in 
thousands of companies of all sizes globally. Honeywell 
helped pioneer the barcode scanning market in the 
1970s, and over the years its new innovations have 
helped organisations achieve significant improvements in 
efficiency, speed and accuracy in their operations.

joan@briocreations.com

C46

Hyster-Yale Asia Pacific
At Hyster-Yale Group, their goal isn’t just to build the best 
lift trucks possible, but to create solutions that enable 
their customers to improve the overall efficiency and 
effectiveness of businesses. Product development is 
informed, on-going and proactive. Their global presence 
enables Hyster-Yale to commit the resources necessary to 
ensure their lift trucks are some of the most innovative in 
the industry.

huiping.lin@hyster-yale.com

E35

ICAS Technology (S) Pte Ltd
ICAS Technology: Your Trusted Partner for Intralogistics 
Solutions, Elevating Warehouse Operations for Over 25 
Years. Whether businesses aim to streamline operations 
or stay ahead of the curve, ICAS Technology’s seasoned 
team is ready to accompany them on their warehouse 
transformation journey. Clients uncover the transformative 
potential of ICAS’s Warehouse Management Systems 
(WMS) and Warehouse Control System (WCS), tailored to 
suit their needs.

jeslyn@icas.com.sg

mailto:rongrong.wong@hairobotics.com
mailto:china@ls-expo.com.cn
http://here.com
mailto:weiling.tan@here.com
mailto:ggpc@hms.se
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H39

Intellistride Technologies Pte Ltd
IntelliStride is a leading provider of RFID products, IoT 
software, and solutions across the Asia Pacific region. 
Through their partnership with Kathrein Solutions GMBH, 
a global leader in RFID Antenna technology, they deliver 
innovative solutions to both large and small enterprises, as 
well as to their valued partners and system integrators. With 
top-of-the-line hardware and extensive industry expertise.

francis.dcruz@intellistride.com

E25

Jiangsu Frey Battery Technology Co.,Ltd.
Frey was founded in July 2010 by PhDs from China University 
of Mine and Technology, professionals from China Academy 
of Science, and entrepreneurs from lithium battery industry. 
It specializes in researching, manufacturing, and distributing 
high-rate lithium cells, modules, BMSs, energy storage 
batteries, and other relative products.

758055138@qq.com

A11

JRACKING
Jracking has three production plants with a total area of 
120,000 square meters and more than 300 employees. 
The annual production capacity reaches 100,000 tons, 
and more than 5,000 cabinets are exported every year. 
Since 2004 with strong financial strength and mature 
and superior cooperation mode, their business has 
achieved global layout and has successful implementation 
experience of many overseas integration projects.

vicky@jracking.com

D1

Kardex
Kardex is a leading intralogistics solution provider of 
automated storage, retrieval, and material handling 
systems. Kardex has three manufacturing facilities and 
global partnerships with industry leaders like AutoStore, 
Rocket Solution, Robomotive and Sumobox. The company 
employs over 2,000 people in 30 countries and has installed 
over 140,000+ solutions worldwide.

stepheni.lim@kardex.com

H40

Keyfields Pte Ltd
Established since 2003 in Singapore, KEYfields’ is a software 
provider for an award-winning solution, iLOGON. KEYfields’ 
specializes in providing comprehensive supply chain and 
transport solutions and has a proven track record while 
constantly developeding strong long-term relationships 
with business partners through the successful delivery of 
many large-scale projects.  

jerome@keyfields.com

G9

Koerber Supply Chain Software
Körber’s supply chain software business is your trusted 
global partner, promising to deliver efficiency and cost 
savings from day one. Regardless of your industry or 
business size, our flexible, agile and innovative solutions are 
designed to help you achieve your strategic goals now and 
in the future.

nikki.jones@koerber-supplychain.com
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D21

KONICA MINOLTA BUSINESS SOLUTIONS ASIA 
PTE LTD
At Konica Minolta, FORXAI Business Promotion Center APAC 
(FBC-AP) specializes in Imaging IoT and AI technologies, and 
robotics solutions such as Autonomous Material Handling, 
Autonomous Cleaning Robot and Autonomous Pharmacy 
(Storage & Retrieval) Robot for manufacturing, logistics, and 
healthcare industries. FORXAI is the key driver to accelerate 
digital transformation in the field with imaging IoT.

alicia.chew@konicaminolta.com

I19

M.P.M. SRL
MPM wants to be the answer, at a global level, for those 
looking for innovation and effectiveness in terms of safety. 
They believe in their know-how, the result of extensive 
experience in the field of engineering plastics and safety 
barriers. For them, quality is an inevitable element in all 
the processing phases and in their products. Today, they 
develop the safety solutions of your tomorrow.

sara.cavinato@mpmpvc.com

D37

Macnica Cytech Pte Ltd
Macnica Cytech is among the fastest growing distributors 
of electronic components in Hong Kong, China, ASEAN 
countries and India region today. Headquartered in Hong 
Kong, it has more than 25 regional offices, spread across 
China and Pan-Asia regions, including Beijing, Shenzhen, 
Shanghai, Singapore, Malaysia and India. With over 500 
employees, Macnica Cytech specializes in demand creation, 
as well as meeting global supply.

effendyt@macnica.com

F11

NANJING SUNLIGHT PLASTIC CONTAINERS 
MANUFACTURING CO.,LTD
Nanjing Sunlight Plastic Containers Manufacturing Co., LTD 
is professional in plastic containers manufacturing for 40 
years. Their products include stacking containers, attached 
lid containers, folding containers, nest and stack crates, 
plastic storage bins, etc.

anna_shen@tsp.cc

H33

Ninja Logistics Pte Ltd
Ninja Logistics Pte Ltd, a tech-enabled logistics firm 
founded in 2014, has full network coverage and around two 
million parcels daily across Southeast Asia. Ninja Van offers 
comprehensive supply chain solutions, including Cross 
Border logistics, Sourcing, B2B restock, Last Mile Delivery 
and more. With expertise and strategic partnerships, they 
can optimize supply chains for businesses of all sizes. 

pearlyn.lim@ninjavan.co

H42

Otonomi
Otonomi provides shippers a simple yet powerful way to 
mitigate financial risks arising from cargo delays. Through 
their AI-assisted algorithm, they deliver instant delay 
quotes to time-critical cargo owners, right when they need 
it the most. They also made the claim process a breeze by 
using a proprietary parametric mechanism which brings 
transparency and speed to an industry always in motion.

yann@otonomi.ai

E41

Oximio
Established in 2004, Oximio is a leading provider of global 
supply chain solutions bringing experience and expertise 
to the clinical research industry. With a multinational team, 
it has locations in the UK, Eastern Europe, Western Asia, 
Americas and South Africa which are further enhanced by a 
reliable partner depot network.

mark.woolf@oximio.com

AWARD-WINNING
SOLUTION:

ROIS DE LA SUPPLY 
CHAIN 2022 
+ 
 EUROPEAN LOGISTICS 
ASSOCIATION AWARD 
2022 (ELA)

WORLD DEBUT FPM -
FLOW PICKING MACHINERY
THE PARADIGM SHIFT IN AUTOMATED FRESH FOOD LOGISTICS

Twenty years ago, WITRON presented the fi rst OPM solution. Now, we are continuing the success story in fresh 

food logistics. The fully automated Flow Picking Machinery (FPM) uses all the advantages of the OPM technology, 

works without inventory, and builds store-friendly pallets just-in-time for customers in fl ow-through distribution 

centers, dynamically adapted to changing business conditions during ongoing operations.

FPM DELIVERS SIGNIFICANT CUSTOMER BENEFITS 

• High Performance

• Store friendly

• Error-free picking

• Sustainability, Flexibility

 For all assortments: ambient, fresh, frozen

www.witron.com
General contractor for the design, realization, and operation 
of storage and picking systems for retail business and industry.

•
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D41 and D42

Paves Asia Pacific
Incorporated in 2005, PAVES is a supplier of material 
handling equipment’s in Singapore. Its core expertise lies 
in (1) confined space management, (2) warehouse planning 
consultancy service and (3) supply of multi-directional and 
articulated forklifts. No other supplier can deliver the same 
level of customisation, or cater so effectively to the diverse 
needs in every industry. 

joanna@paves.com.sg

F42

PilotPulse
ck@pilotpulse.ai

B19

PLANETA- Hebetechnik
Welcome to PLANETA-Hebetechnik GmbH- in the World 
of Lifting - Securing - Pulling - Transporting. Benefit you, 
your staff and especially your customers from PLANETA 160 
years experience in design, production, maintenance and 
trade in the field of lifting equipment. PLANETA strive to 
offer you the tailor made solution to fit your needs.

rainer.nuesken@planeta-herne.de

A6

Qidong Yidatong Automation Equipment Co., Ltd
Yidatong is an enterprise focusing on the field of 
intelligent diversion. They provide a “one-stop service” 
integrating solution planning, research and development 
design, production and manufacturing, installation 
and commissioning, customer training, and after-sales 
support for production intelligent manufacturing, logistics 
distribution, e-commerce, unmanned warehouse, new 
retail, and other fields. 

china@ls-expo.com.cn

B18

Richter Gabelstapler GmbH
Richter Gabelstapler GmbH & Co. KG is a family-run 
company founded back in 1968. Today, they are one of the 
leading used-forklift dealers in the world. Their company 
headquarters are in Stuhr near Bremen for quick access 
to international markets and transshipment centres in 
Hamburg, Bremen and Bremerhaven.

e.nienstermann@richter-gabelstapler.de

A10

RISTRO
Qingdao RISTRO Environmental Technology Co., Ltd. from 
taking shape at beginning in 2018 with registered capital 
CNY 30 million. To now a professional manufacturing in 
wood packaging to providing customers with complete 
set of packaging products and overall logistics and 
transportation solution. They are committed to providing 
customers with low cost, high quality, revolving, recyclable 
packaging solutions to enhance product reputation.

china@ls-expo.com.cn

F25

RoyPow Technology Co., Ltd
ROYPOW is dedicated to the R&D, manufacturing, and 
sales of motive power systems for low-speed vehicles and 
industrial applications as well as energy storage systems 
for residential, commercial, industrial, vehicle-mounted, 
and marine applications as one-stop solutions. ROYPOW 
has established a worldwide network to serve customers 
with subsidiaries such as in the USA, the UK, South Africa, 
Australia, Japan, and more. 

vivian@roypowtech.com
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D35

SAAA@Singapore
SAAA@Singapore, formerly known as Singapore Air 
Cargo Agents Association, was formed with the aim of 
advocating the promotion, protection and development of 
the business of carriage of goods by air transportation in 
general and the air cargoforwarding business in particular. 
SAAA@Singapore provides industry relatedtraining courses, 
namely lATA Competency based Training and Assessment 
(CBTA) DG, Airfreight Forwarders Basic and SCM courses.

saaasin@saaa.org.sg

H30

Samsung SDS Asia Pacific Pte Ltd
Samsung SDS was founded in 1985 and has been leading 
cloud and digital logistics business. Through Cello Square 
and their mission to streamline logistic operations, they 
enable users to easily obtain quotes, book shipments and 
secure real-time monitoring. Cello Square is used by leading 
companies from various industries to ensure smooth 
operations and ensure timely deliveries.

leia.lee@samsung.com

D26

SAVOYE Pte. Ltd.
A One-Stop Technology Provider offering cutting-
edge supply chain solutions by combining Advanced 
Software (OMS, WMS, WES, TMS, POS) & Technologies 
(Automated Picking, Storage & Packing Systems) to 
meet manufacturing and distribution needs. Their 
expertise cover the management of warehouses, points 
of sale, transportation activities, and multi-site logistics 
organizations, ensuring efficient logistics management and 
client satisfaction worldwide.

Jeremie.morey@savoye.com

G34

Scantruck Engineering Pte Ltd
Scantruck distributes quality and reliable Material Handling 
Products. Komatsu Forklift has a range from 1.5 tonn all 
the way to 16 tonn. The quality and reliability of Komatsu 
products is unmatched in its class. EP Equipment has a 
wide range of innovative, lithium ion powered electric 
equipment suitable for your warehouse needs, from 
electric pallet truck, reach stacker, and order picker. Rental/ 
Lease options available.

ricky@scantruck.com.sg

B39

SEER Robotics
SEER Robotics leads in proprietary R&D, boasting 400+ 
intellectual properties and certifications. Their core 
strength lies in world-leading SLAM technology, offering 
precise localization and navigation accuracy of up to ±2mm 
consistently. As close partners to intralogistic and industrial 
automation integrators, they provide a one-stop intelligent 
logistcs solution from AMR controllers, mobile robots 
and system softwares.

yuht@seer-group.com

F38

SFS Global Logistics Pte Ltd
SFS Global Logistics founded in Singapore operates 11 
branch offices across Asia Pacific providing air and sea 
freight forwarding services. The company has a niche 
division branded SFS Pharma Logistics that specialises 
in cold chain pharma shipments and is IATA CEIV 
Pharma certified. 

roger.chew@sfsgl.com
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WITRON.
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I23

Shangdong Techence Forging
Shandong Techence Forging is a professional manufacturer 
of forklift forks and forklift accessories in China. They 
can produce forks capacity range from 0.5ton to 100ton. 
They can also produce side shifters, fork extensions, 
fork positioners and rotators. They have 4 forklift fork 
production lines and 1 forklift accessories production 
line. They provide their products to many famous forklift 
companies. They are also selling their products to 
many countries.  

info@techence.com

C32

Shanghai Jingxing Storage Equipment 
Engineering Co., Ltd
JingXing is established in 1989, one of the leading 
companies of storage racking systems, specialized in 
design,manufacture, sales and service of racking and AS/RS 
warehouse and other warehousing equipment. As a leading 
storage equipment company in China, ranking among the 
world’s top companies in its field, with sales to more than 
30 countries. 

zhouyf@jxlogistics.com

G29

SICK Pte. Ltd
As a global leader in sensor manufacturing, SICK redefines 
industrial processes with intelligent solutions. Their 
automation expertise ensures secure and highly efficient 
process control, embodying innovation, independence, and 
market leadership principles. Positioned at the forefront 
of Digital Transformation and Industry 4.0, SICK enhances 
global performance and safety through the Industrial 
Internet of Things (IIoT).

keren.yew@sick.com

G36

Sin Chew Woodpaq Pte Ltd
With over 50 years of experiences, Sin Chew Woodpaq 
stand as a one-stop leading logistics provider in Singapore 
with key competencies in customized wooden crating, 
design and engineering, machinery moving and packing, 
heavy lifting, jacking and skidding, transportation and 
warehousing. Their expertise extends across aerospace, 
semiconductor, manufacturing and more sectors. 
They emphasize professionalism, excellence and safety 
in projects.

esther@sin-chew.com.sg

A14

Singapore Transport Association
Join Singapore Transport Association (STA) for industry-
leading networking, resources, and growth opportunities. 
Stay updated with the latest news, expand your business 
network, enhance your profile with their membership 
certificate and logo display, and enjoy exclusive perks like 
discounted vehicle inspections. Drive your success in the 
transport industry with STA. Visit them at CeMAT South 
East Asia 2024 to learn more.

irene@sta.sg

D22

SIP TECHNOLOGY (M) SDN BHD
SiP Technology specializes in electronics manufacturing 
solutions, particularly surface mount technology (SMT) 
for electronics and semiconductor industries. They offer 
customized solutions for integrated production lines and 
warehouse automation, tailored to individual operational 
needs and budgets. Serving electronics and semiconductor 
companies, they focus on advanced semiconductor 
packaging assembly and printed circuit board assembly

yong@sip-technology.com

ADVANTAGES OF THE

ORDER PICKING 
MACHINERY - OPM
• Store friendly

•
 
Error-free

•
 
Sustainable

•
 

For all assortments: 
ambient, fresh, frozen

WITRON.
THE GLOBAL EXPERTS
IN LOGISTICS AUTOMATION.
www.witron.com

D

I D
Y O U K N O W

?

OPM IS THE 

WORLD‘S MOST 

SUCCESSFUL LOGISTICS 

SOLUTION 

IN FOOD RETAIL

mailto:info@techence.com
mailto:zhouyf@jxlogistics.com
mailto:keren.yew@sick.com
mailto:esther@sin-chew.com.sg
mailto:irene@sta.sg
mailto:yong@sip-technology.com
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H29

Slimstock
Slimstock, a supply chain pioneer since 1993, excels in 
demand forecasting and inventory optimization. With 
headquarters in the Netherlands and operations spanning 
27 countries, including key hubs like Australia and 
Singapore, the company employs over 450 professionals. Its 
acclaimed Slim4 platform and consultancy services support 
1500+ global clients, enhancing availability, reducing costs, 
and mitigating risks through innovative solutions.

c.chew@slimstock.com

F41

SmartCae
SmartCAE is a leading company in the field of the Digital 
Cold Chain. Their software helps to find the right packaging 
system, minimize temperature excursions in the supply 
chain by using the greenest box in a cost effective way.

stefan.braun@smartcae.de

D15

SSI Schaefer
SSI SCHAEFER, a global intralogistics leader, offers 
innovative technologies for efficient storage, picking, and 
transport. Serving businesses of all sizes, its solutions 
encompass fully automated warehouses, robotics, and 
advanced software. Its comprehensive software suite, 
from warehouse management to material flow control, 
integrates real-time analysis and optimization for 
sustainable resource management. 

angela.li@ssi-schaefer.com

I27

Suzhou Deli Intelligent Logistics Technology 
Co., Ltd
DELI Group is an intelligent warehousing logistics system 
& equipment integrator, who is dedicated to the field of 
intelligent manufacturing & smart logistics, and focuses on 
the R&D, planning & design, manufacturing & fabrication, 
installation & commissioning, after-sales maintenance and 
other services of intralogistics system.

qiumei.yan@dreli56.com

E33

SWAT MOBILITY PTE. LTD.
SWAT Mobility (SWAT) is a leading AI routing technology 
firm in Southeast Asia and Japan, specialising in resolving 
vehicle routing challenges through their sole proprietary 
dynamic routing algorithm. Committed to inspiring 
communities and fostering a sustainable future, SWAT aims 
to make a positive impact on economic, environmental, and 
social sustainability by enhancing resource efficiency and 
reducing carbon emissions.

tanweiling@swatmobility.com

C15

Swisslog
Logistics automation specialist Swisslog is showcasing 
its fully integrated automation and software solutions 
at Booth C15, under the theme of ‘the human side of 
automation. Swisslog’s highlights at CEMAT SEA 2024 
include interactive demonstrations and engaging 
keynotes that illustrate how Swisslog’s solutions enhance 
operational excellence while maintaining a focus on the 
human experience within automated processes.

chewwan.lee@swisslog.com

mailto:c.chew@slimstock.com
mailto:stefan.braun@smartcae.de
mailto:angela.li@ssi-schaefer.com
mailto:qiumei.yan@dreli56.com
mailto:tanweiling@swatmobility.com
mailto:chewwan.lee@swisslog.com
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E1

Syrius Robotics
Syrius Technology is a Chinese startup specializing in 
Autonomous Mobile Robots (AMRs) and cloud services. 
They offer standardized robot hardware and robust 
software resources, serving industries like Intelligent 
Logistics and Smart Manufacturing, while also enhancing 
commercial cleaning, hotel, and catering services. 

daimeng@syriusrobotics.com

C37

Tele-Radio
They are an industrial remote control supplier with over 60 
years of experience. They are Allgon, a Swedish industrial 
remote control specialist with a proud record of developing 
groundbreaking wireless technologies. Today, they’re 
reinventing themselves by turning past successes into 
inspiration for the future. Allgon is now an international 
company with renowned brands such as Åkerströms and 
Tele Radio under its direct ownership. 

marketing@tele-radio.com

H32

Tetrixx Pte Ltd
In a world where data is increasingly becoming a top 
strategic asset at every level of the decision-making process 
of companies worldwide, Tetrixx is an innovative and reliable 
partner to help unleash the full potential of data by bringing 
Trust, Visibility, Accuracy and Granularity to Supply Chain.

arnaud.rastoul@tetrixx.sgH13+H15

Tianjin Master Logistics Equipment Co. Ltd.
Tianjin Master was established in 2010. Through about ten 
years of development, it has become a well-known provider 
of logistics equipment and integrated logistics solution in 
China. The company is committed to providing users with 
automated logistics system integration solutions, and is 
solely responsible for logistics planning and design, stand-
alone R&D and manufacturing, management software 
development and project implementation. 

robin@master-auto.cn

B17

Troax (Shanghai) Safety Systems Co. Ltd
PROTECTING PEOPLE, PROPERTY AND PROCESSES. At 
Troax, they blend a rich heritage with innovative drive to 
create safer environments in industries around the world. 
From their modest beginnings in a small Swedish village 
to becoming the global leader in protective mesh panel 
solutions, their journey has been driven by a singular 
mission: to safeguard people, property, and processes.

michael.standar@troax.com

F17

TVH Singapore
Parts specialist TVH is a global player in the field of 
parts and accessories for lift trucks, industrial vehicles, 
construction and agricultural machinery. The company is 
headquartered in Waregem, Belgium. In total, TVH operates 
from 90 branches across all continents. With a database 
of over 47,000,000 item numbers, and more than 930,000 
different references in stock, TVH – a one-stop shop – 
supplies to customers from over 182 countries.

cara.yin@tvh.com

E29

TYT Corporation Pte Ltd
TYT Corporation has now become a leading supplier in 
providing a comprehensive range of storage solution to 
help organization achieve efficiency and productivity. 
TYT aims to help customers understand, embrace and 
implement smart workplace technology. Ensuring 
customers, employees and contractors a safe and healthy 
work environment.

marketing@tytcorp.com.sg

mailto:daimeng@syriusrobotics.com
mailto:marketing@tele-radio.com
mailto:arnaud.rastoul@tetrixx.sg
mailto:robin@master-auto.cn
mailto:michael.standar@troax.com
mailto:cara.yin@tvh.com
mailto:marketing@tytcorp.com.sg
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G23

Vallen Singapore
Vallen Asia is a leading provider of Integrated Supply Chain 
Solutions and MRO Industrial Distribution across Asia. 
Through its dedication to design, build, and operate best-
in-class solutions, Vallen helps businesses to optimize their 
‘Total Cost of Ownership’ (TCO) for the Indirect Material 
Supply (IDM) Chain. Vallen Asia is the official distributor for 
Modula Vertical Lift Machines in Singapore & Thailand, and 
authorized distributor for 3M Tapes in Singapore.

amber.chong@vallen.asia

F29

Venley Tyre (Singapore) Pte Ltd
Venley Tyre is a one-stop leading solutions provider for all 
your solid tyre needs, providing best in class services and 
products for our customers in Singapore and throughout 
Asia. They strongly believe they have an excellent value 
proposition for their customers, combining technical 
expertise with a wide product range from forklift solid 
tyres, aerial lift tyres, PU wheels, rims and accessories. They 
warmly welcome you to inquire with them. 

contactus@venleytyre.com

F21

WITRON Australia Pty Ltd
WITRON Logistik + Informatik GmbH, established in 1971 
(headquarters Parkstein, Bavaria, Germany), designs, 
realizes, and operates customized logistics systems that 
generate sustainable  advantages for its clients. WITRON 
has all decisive key elements of a successful project under 
one roof: logistics design, IT, control technology, mechanics 
design and production, as well as overall responsibility as a 
general contractor for logistics.

wtun@witron.de

D33

XSQUARE Technologies Pte Ltd
XSQUARE is leading the logistics revolution across APAC and 
beyond with advanced warehouse automation solutions. 
Catering to diverse industries, its suite of Autonomous 
Forklifts and Intelligent Warehouse Orchestrator 
software redefine efficiency and interoperability, 
simplifying warehouse operations without the need 
for extensive reconfiguration. Join its rapidly growing 
clientele benefitting from innovation-driven, real-world-
tested solutions.

jacklynongsy@goldbellcorp.com

I33 and I35

YK TOH
Y K TOH as a leading innovator in workplace solutions, their 
dedication to excellence drives them to excel in four key 
areas: ergonomics, efficiency, safety, and productivity. Their 
Warehouse 123 solution includes storage systems, material 
handling equipment, robust asset protection, versatile 
workbenches, and a variety of essential factory and 
workshop supplies. They are committed to transforming 
workplace into high performance work environment.

kennyloh@yktoh.com

A20

Zhejiang Nanhua Biological Technology Co., Ltd.
As a top-tier manufacturer, Doctordry’s desiccant and 
dehumidifier bags lead the market in performance and 
safety. Through their dedicated B2B services, they empower 
wholesalers, importers, agents, and retailers globally with 
their high-quality OEM and ODM offerings.

china@ls-expo.com.cn

mailto:amber.chong@vallen.asia
mailto:contactus@venleytyre.com
mailto:wtun@witron.de
mailto:jacklynongsy@goldbellcorp.com
mailto:kennyloh@yktoh.com
mailto:china@ls-expo.com.cn
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Full Stand Number List

A10 RISTRO

A11 JRACKING

A13 Bluesworld Intelligent Technology 

A14 Singapore Transport Association

A20 Zhejiang Nanhua Biological Technology 

A6 Qidong Yidatong Automation Equipment 

A8 Hangzhou RoboCT Technology Development

B17 Troax (Shanghai) Safety Systems

B18 Richter Gabelstapler GmbH

B19 PLANETA - Hebetechnik

B20 cellumation

B21 DP World FZE

B30 Cosmiqo International

B30 HERE Technologies

B31 Element Logic Singapore

B39 SEER Robotics

B7 Dematic

C15 Swisslog

C32 Shanghai Jingxing Storage Equipment Engineering

C37 Tele-Radio

C46 Hyster-Yale Asia Pacific

C7 Autostore

D1 Kardex

D15 SSI Schaefer

D21 Konica Minolta Business Solutions Asia

D22 SIP TECHNOLOGY (M) SDN BHD

D25 HMS Industrial Networks

D26 SAVOYE

D29 GoGoX

D33 XSQUARE Technologies

D35 SAAA@Singapore

D37 Macnica Cytech

D41 and D42 Paves Asia Pacific

E1 Syrius Robotics

E11 HAI Robotics

E15 Aiten Robotics

E21 Cognex Singapore Inc

E25 Jiangsu Frey Battery Technology

E29 TYT Corporation

E33 SWAT MOBILIT

E35 ICAS Technology (S) 

E37 Cargo Community Network 

E38 Alliance 21 Group 

E41 Oximio

E42 Copeland Asia

F1 Ferag Australia 

F1 Geekplus SG

F11 Nanjing Sunlight Plastic Containers Manufacturing

STAND     EXHIBITOR NAME STAND     EXHIBITOR NAME
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Full Stand Number List

F12 Foshan Shunde Junyue Plastic Hardware Products

F14 Cogri Asia Pacific

F17 TVH Singapore

F21 WITRON Australia 

F25 RoyPow Technology 

F29 Venley Tyre (Singapore) 

F30 Energyhub Asia 

F36 Commonwealth Kokobu Logistics

F38 SFS Global Logistics

F41 SmartCae

F42 PilotPulse

G10 DOOG INTERNATIONAL

G15 EONMETALL

G22 Honeywell

G23 Vallen Singapore

G29 SICK

G34 Scantruck Engineering

G36 Sin Chew Woodpaq

G38 Global Airfreight International

G39 Aeris Dynamics 

G41 AEB Asia Pacific

G42 BlueBox Systems GmbH

G9 Koerber Supply Chain Software

H12 Hachidori Robotics Private Limited

H13 Tianjin Master Logistics Equipment 

H15 Tianjin Master Logistics Equipment 

H15 CDAS

H16 Eastern Trade Media

H29 Slimstock

H30 Samsung SDS Asia Pacific 

H31 Dynacode Systems 

H32 Tetrixx 

H33 Ninja Logistics 

H34 GUUD (Singapore) 

H39 Intellistride Technologies 

H40 Keyfields 

H42 Otonomi

I19 M .P .M . SRL

I23 Shangdong Techence Forging

I27 Suzhou Deli Intelligent Logistics Technology

I33 YK TOH

I35 YK TOH

I39 ESSPL

J17 Dalian Eastfound Logistics Technology

STAND     EXHIBITOR NAME STAND EXHIBITOR NAME
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Singapore Pavilion / Enterprise Singapore Exhibitors

EXHIBITORS 
OF SINGAPORE 
PAVILION
Singapore Pavilion
The Singapore Pavilion of CeMAT Southeast Asia 
2024 is to portray the unified national identity 
housing the booths of Singapore Companies. 
It is important that the Singapore Pavilion 
showcases the industry-based upgrading efforts, 
to drive innovation and spark the inspiration of 
business transformation in visitors to adopt the 
latest trend of technology and best practices of 
technology solutions displayed.

SAAA@Singapore
SAAA@Singapore, formerly known as Singapore 
Air Cargo Agents Association, was formed with 
the aim of advocating the promotion, protection 
and development of the business of carriage of 
goods by air transportation in general and the 
air cargo forwarding business in particular.

A S I A

EXHIBITORS ORGANISERS & PARTNERS

CeMAT Southeast Asia 2024  •  15–17 May 2024  •  Singapore Expo Hall 3  •  cematseasia.com
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Innovation & Industry 4.0, the Future of Intralogistics, Warehousing,  
Automation, Materials Handling and Supply Chain Management

cemat.com.au

23 – 25 July 2024

Melbourne Convention  
& Exhibition Centre

Exhibition space enquiries:

Mike Nissen  |  Commercial Director
Mobile: +61 (0)405 421 838
Email: mike.nissen@hannoverfairs.com.au

James Redshaw  |  Exhibition Sales Manager
Mobile: +61 (0)431 774 450
Email: james.redshaw@hannoverfairs.com.au


